
The field reimbursement manager ⏤
your problem solver-in-chief
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The field reimbursement manager (FRM)—
your field-based problem solver-in-chief

The complexity of onboarding patients in today’s marketplace 
requires FRMs with a wide range of capabilities.

PA, prior authorization.
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FRMs are an important source of 
formulary education for HCPs and staff
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At launch, PA approval criteria 
are not widely available.

Later in the life cycle, 
competitive information is key.
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HCP, health care professional.



FRMs are in a unique position to balance the needs 
of the brand and office preferences

The FRM brings knowledge of the available options for submitting enrollment forms, 
as well as knowledge about the preferred office workflow.
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Templated letters for appeals and exception requests 
can play a key role in FRM problem solving

Templates and checklists should help the office anticipate and address 
restriction criteria.
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FRMs are in the unique position of understanding 
perspectives of the HCP office, the payor, and the patient

Communicating affordability options helps to ease access hurdles and 
ensure that scripts are filled.
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Only the FRM is in a position to educate office staff 
on reimbursement requirements

FRMs can help offices understand requirements that can vary by site of care, 
by geography, and by plan.
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The FRM can explain how support services are designed 
to fit the office workflow

FRMs can help make the process of onboarding more transparent.
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SP, specialty pharmacy.



Warhaftig Associates—
we can help you create the resources they need to succeed.
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Let’s talk. Call Matt Warhaftig at 212 995-1700
Warhaftig.com
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Warhaftig Associates: Who we are
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Access, payer communications, and patient support:  
It’s all we do

Over 30 years of collaboration with patient support, managed 
market, brand, and HEOR teams 

We create resources that cut through the complexity of patient initiation 



Contact information:

Warhaftig Associates
740 Broadway
New York, NY 10003

212 995-1700
matt@warhaftig.com

Let’s talk. Call Matt Warhaftig at 212 995-1700.
Warhaftig.com


